The Rise and Fall of the Unions Empire: The Political Quandry

Union membership has dropped severely from its peak post World War ll years, from over
35% of the working population to 11.3% in 2013. Without the public unions remaining
relatively constant, the figure would be much worse. What are the reasons for the decline?
Many books have been written offering explanations but avoided providing solutions to
impede this fall. Steven Tull has crossed the boundary, detailing several viable proposals that
union leadership could, should and must embrace to stop the downward slide. He points out
that some form of unionism is central preventing the working class from descending back into
the abyss of the late 1800s. The book takes the reader from the early days of the labor
movement to the present and provides a detailed history of the union growth, their descent and
their inter working relationship with both political parties. The author devotes chapters to the
NLRB, charter schools, healthcare, right to work, card check, immigration and the national
debt. The unions are intertwined with all of these subjects and their future is strongly
influenced by each one of them. The union leaderships fear of losing their stronghold with
their membership has prevented them from correcting their downfall. The lifeboat is this book.
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The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers: Economic Change and Military Conflict from to , by
Paul Kennedy, first published in , explores the politics and economics of the Great Powers
from to Community (EEC), the Soviet Union and the United States through the end of the 20th
century.
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